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FIRST DESCENTS
FIRST DESCENTS PROVIDES LIFE-CHANGING OUTDOOR ADVENTURES FOR YOUNG ADULTS IMPACTED BY CANCER AND OTHER SERIOUS HEALTH CONDITIONS.
In 2017, I was living the life I had always imagined: married, two babies and a dog, and a beautiful house in a quiet neighborhood. I was a career second grade teacher with a retirement plan and summers off. I had just returned to work after maternity leave and was in the midst of figuring out how to balance it all when I noticed I wasn’t able to feel my left foot.

The next few weeks brought a whole new level of clumsiness I’d never experienced. I was dropping dishes and running into table corners and door frames. I began to misread and mishear things. Driving through the town where I’d always lived, I would forget where I was going. All of this was accompanied by constant nausea, hot flashes, wooziness, and migraines that forced me to spend most evenings on the bathroom floor.

One Saturday I went to play soccer. I thought maybe some exercise would improve my circulation or reset whatever glitch was messing with my system. I tired quickly and I felt slow. My legs felt like lead and I didn’t have enough strength to even lock my ankles when kicking the ball.

What followed was a series of trips to the ER, neurology appointments, MRIs, extensive blood work, and a spinal tap to receive an official diagnosis: multiple sclerosis. The rest of the year was one loss after another. I couldn’t play soccer anymore - something I’d spent my whole life doing. I could barely walk around the block. I couldn’t read without falling asleep. New medications meant the end of breastfeeding way earlier than I had planned. I sought mental health services to help cope with the MS diagnosis and ended up with several mood and personality disorder diagnoses to go with it. I had a miscarriage. My dog died. My marriage was failing. I had no time or energy to socialize.

After my diagnosis, I began to accept my mortality – a deep understanding that my time on earth is limited. But I was so focused on letting go that I forgot to let things in. I was stuck, standing in place waiting for the next storm to blow through. Until I opened an email one day and learned about First Descents.

I read the announcement about this organization hosting a pilot program for young adults with MS and just knew I had to go for it. Even though I’d never been whitewater kayaking before, it sounded like something I would love to do in a place I would love to be. It was the first time in more than a year that I felt a spark of excitement, anticipation, and the call of adventure.

While taking it all in on my First Descents program in Tarkio, Montana, I observed something interesting - in this place, in this group, having MS became the least important thing about us when in everyday life it is the thing that screams different. I felt a profound sense of freedom wash over me. Being surrounded by others who knew exactly what I was going through let me feel seen, heard, and loved as a whole person.

In the years since my time in Tarkio, I have dedicated myself to out living my diagnosis. I invited adventure and excitement back into my life, despite the fear. I started singing and dancing in public. I have traveled and met countless new friends. I have left behind harmful relationships and formed new loving ones. I have found new activities to channel my passions into. I am always learning how to live a healthier and more authentic life.

I could never tell the story of my life without mentioning First Descents. It was truly what brought me back to life when I needed it most. My heart still burns brightly with passion for the healing power of adventure and the mission of First Descents. My First Descents adventure gave me my answer to Mary Oliver’s question - what will you do with this one wild and precious life? Answer - absolutely everything I can.

Elyse “Birdy” Palmer, First Descents MS Participant
LETTER FROM THE CEO

Reflecting on the past year, I am truly grateful for all that we have accomplished. Despite facing numerous challenges leading up to 2022, we found our focus, stayed resilient and returned to our core mission of providing week-long outdoor adventure programs for the young adult community that we serve.

I’m thrilled to share that this year we successfully executed 39 life-changing, week-long programs across 12 awe-inspiring locations coast-to-coast, serving a total of 459 participants. And what’s more, we were able to provide these transformative experiences amidst the untouched wonders of the wild while keeping the safety and well-being of our participants top priority.

Each participant experienced the Healing Power of Adventure as the Out Living It spirit filled the air. Lifelong bonds were formed, extending the impact far beyond the program itself.

The success of this year has reinvigorated our commitment to serving as many young adults impacted by cancer and MS, healthcare workers, and caregivers as possible. We are fully dedicated to justice, equity, diversity, and inclusion (JEDI) in all aspects of our work. Working closely with our JEDI committee and JEDI Advisory Council, we continue to make progress in ensuring that First Descents reflects the diversity of today’s community.

In addition to our week-long programs and on-going commitment to JEDI, we have expanded our resources to support our community and the Out Living It lifestyle. Our Out Cooking It content series features healthy recipes prepared by FD chefs, encouraging community members to explore new culinary adventures from home. Our Mindfulness series led by FD mindfulness coach Sprinkles, offers yoga, breathwork, and meditation practices further promoting health and well-being. And our Community Adventures provide a platform for peer-led experiences encouraging participants to live the life of adventure while connecting and supporting those around them in their local area.

None of this would have been possible without your support. Your belief in our mission has allowed us to overcome obstacles and make a positive impact on the young adult community we serve.

As we look to the future, we remain committed to empowering individuals through the Healing Power of Adventure. Together, we will create more opportunities for growth, connection, and resilience.

Thank you for being an integral part of our journey.

With heartfelt gratitude,
Ryan “Wolf” O’Donoghue,
CEO of First Descents
Cancer is the leading disease-related cause of death in adolescents and young adults (AYAs).

MS is the most common neuroinflammatory disease affecting young adults.

Cancer, MS, and all serious health conditions present unique challenges and obstacles to young adults.

**Problem**

- 86,000+ adolescents & young adults are diagnosed with cancer each year
- Minimal peer support
- Rare and aggressive tumor biology
- Lack of participation in clinical trials
- Disrupts normative milestones of adulthood
- Higher rate of depression and psychosocial distress in young adults impacted by MS and cancer

**Obstacles**

**FD Program Outcomes**

- 100% of participants reported increased ability to cope with cancer and its effects
- 81% reported increased self-efficacy
- 99% of participants want to stay involved
- 17% to 7% participants who reported feeling depressed before and after first descents

Learn More
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2,587
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$4.75M
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**Expand Programs**

With more than 680,000¹ adolescent and young adult cancer survivors in the U.S., First Descents (FD) programs are offered nationwide and improve survivorship and quality of life for this unique demographic. Further, FD expanded programs to support young adults coping with other health conditions.

¹ACS Journals

**Build Community**

Young adults coping with health conditions often experience feelings of isolation and alienation. FD’s local adventure communities provide year-round outdoor experiences and ongoing supportive peer relationships.

**Prescribe Adventure**

Hospitals often lack age-appropriate psychosocial survivorship programs for young adults. FD will build upon its network of healthcare professionals to reach more young adults earlier in the treatment process.
In 2022, First Descents continued working to reach those traditionally underserved within the young adult oncology and MS communities as well as healthcare workers and caregivers. The numbers below highlight the ethnic background of 2,577 participant inquiries from 2022:

- **Non-Hispanic White or Euro-American**: 65%
- **Latino or Hispanic American**: 9%
- **East Asian or East Asian American**: 4.3%
- **Black, Afro-Caribbean, or African American**: 3.6%
- **South Asian or South Asian American**: 3.3%
- **Multi-Ethnic**: 4.7%
- **Middle Eastern or Middle Eastern American**: 0.5%
- **Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander**: 0.9%
- **Self Described**: 0.04%
- **Prefer Not to Disclose**: 7.9%
- **Native American or Alaskan Native**: 0.5%

In 2022, First Descents committed to expanding and improving our work in the JEDI space. In February 2022, we received a workplace evaluation led by Camber Outdoors to better understand how to improve justice, equity, diversity and inclusion in our specific workplace in the year ahead. From there, the JEDI Committee, LT and JEDI Advisory Council crafted a training and continuing education plan for the team in the year ahead including the following milestones:

FD expanded our travel scholarship grant with a goal of further reducing barriers to attending destination-based programs. In 2022, 100% of applicants who requested a Travel Scholarship were granted one. We worked to plan 2-4 JEDI Custom Programs as a strategy to provide a more safe and inclusive space for participants from marginalized communities. When compared to traditional week-long programs, custom programs are logistically harder to plan, have limited recruitment pools, and have added complications due to partnership contract agreements. Custom programs accounted for six of our 21 unfilled spots.

As a continuation from 2021, FD requires all staff and board members to take part in Camber Outdoors’ “Building Blocks of DEI” series. Additional JEDI trainings and resources are available to all staff, board, lead staff and contract staff. We established a formal JEDI onboarding process for all new employees, and a more in depth JEDI training for all Lead Staff. We incorporated Native Land Acknowledgement to website pages, programs, and Lead Staff training. Lastly, we focused on individual care and program accessibility to ensure participants felt a sense of belonging while on their program. Participants with disabilities received ADA bedrooms or the most accessible accommodations. Outfitters were briefed on how to better accommodate participants with mobility challenges. Participants who identified as trans or non-binary received private accommodations when requested.
First Descents partners with medical centers and healthcare organizations nationwide to provide opportunities for young adult patients, caregivers and providers to attend our outdoor programs. Through the Prescribe Adventure campaign, FD engages healthcare partners and equips them with the resources they need to empower young adults to connect with their peers through community and adventure. Research shows that our programming improves psychosocial outcomes including body image, self compassion and self esteem, as well as reduced alienation, depression, and fatigue among FD participants.
In 2022, First Descents continued building integrated partnerships with leading hospitals and medical centers, specifically focusing on building partnerships with leading multiple sclerosis institutions in order to expand our offerings for the MS community. A few highlights include:

- Expanded accessible program locations by teaming up with world-class lodging partners and outfitters in Outer Banks, Estes Park, Crested Butte and Buena Vista which are suited to serve the MS population for years to come.
- Partnered with the Adapt Functional Movement Center and NeuroLab 360 to develop an 8-week trip/travel readiness program for participants that consist of: 4 weeks of Neuro PT and 4 weeks of Functional Movement Therapy.
- FD became an official service provider of the National MS Society. FD is now socialized with all young adult constituents who contact the NMSS support line and patient navigators are trained to share information about FD programs.
- FD attended and exhibited at both the 2021 Consortium of Multiple Sclerosis Centers (CMSC) Annual Meeting and the 2021 CMSC Patient Program, “More About MS”

“First Descents isn’t taking people kayaking. FD is allowing them to connect with other people who have Multiple Sclerosis and it all happens organically. And they aren’t talking about MS and illness, they are talking about the adventure they want to do together when they return home. It is a powerful community. These types of programs are life changing.”

- Kathy Costello, Vice President of Programs, CanDo MS
The Out Living It Project (OLIP) is where adventure, creativity, and philanthropy collide. Out Living It Project participants can launch their own unique fundraiser or join an existing project or race to raise funds and awareness for First Descents.

In 2022, Team FD athletes competed in renowned races including the Ragnar Trail Relay, Leadville 100 MTB Race, Leadville 100 Trail Run, TransRockies Run, and the NYC Marathon. To date, the Out Living It Project has raised $6.9M across 2,070 projects with 38,274 supporters.

“I love adventure big or small, and I also love making a difference in the lives of others. It’s with these two things in mind I began planning my purpose-driven bike ride across the country. Through the Out Living It Project, I was able to take on this grand adventure and raise as much money as I could to fund the adventures of others who are going through challenges I can’t even imagine. The more I learn about First Descents, the more I know they are providing a service I can truly get behind.”

- John Wittry, Out Living It Project Fundraiser
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In 2022, our generous community generated more than $4.75 million representing a banner fundraising year.

In recognition of our financial transparency, Guidestar awarded FD with its coveted platinum ranking.

For full financials, please visit www.firstdescents.org/financials
TOTAL REVENUE
$4,754,226

GRANTS + CONTRIBUTIONS
$3,208,171

IN-KIND CONTRIBUTIONS
$284,404

SPECIAL EVENTS
$983,691

OTHER
$277,959

For full financials, please visit www.firstdescents.org/financials
74.9% of 2022 expenses were allocated to programs, providing 459 unique adventure experiences.

For full financials, please visit [www.firstdescents.org/financials](http://www.firstdescents.org/financials)
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HERE’S TO ANOTHER YEAR OF OUT LIVING IT ADVENTURES